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 .We study groups of matrices SGL ZG of augmentation one over the integraln
 .group ring ZG of a nilpotent group G. We relate the torsion of SGL ZG to then
 .torsion of G. We prove that all abelian p-subgroups of SGL ZG can be stablyn
 .diagonalized. Also, all finite subgroups of SGL ZG can be embedded into then
n  .diagonal G - SGL ZG . We apply matrix results to show that if G is nilpotent-n
 X .by- P -finite then all finite P-groups of normalized units in ZG can be embedded
into G. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
0. INTRODUCTION
The group U ZG of invertible elements of an integral group ring ZG is
both an important and interesting algebraic object. On the one hand, it is a
significant invariant of the group ring. On the other hand, it has strong
links with algebraic K-theory and hence finds useful applications outside
algebra.
It is customary and also convenient to restrict attention to those units
u s u g which lie in the kernel of the augmentation homomorphism e :g
 .ZG ª Z, e u s u . They form a subgroup U ZG of index two in UZGg 1
 4and in fact U ZG f U ZG = q1, y1 .1
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Obviously, all elements of the group G sit inside U ZG. However, if G1
has elements of finite order then, in most cases, there exist other, ``non-
trivial'' units. The relation between torsion of G and the structure of U ZG1
is far from being understood. For example, the old conjecture stating that
for groups without torsion holds U ZG s G still seems to be out of reach.1
Much more can be said about units which are of finite order. For one
thing, they cannot appear in group rings of torsion free groups, as follows
from
w x n0.1. THEOREM 7, Thm.VI.2.1 . If u g U ZG is of order p then G also1
contains an element of order pn.
Hans Zassenhaus suggested the possibility of a very strong correlation
between the torsion of U ZG and that of G. He conjectured that for a1
finite group G any torsion unit u must be of the form g ggy1 for some
g g G and some unit g from the rational group algebra QG. This conjec-
ture has been verified for several classes of finite groups. For nilpotent
groups, Weiss was able to prove a stronger version of the Zassenhaus
Conjecture:
w x0.2. THEOREM 11 . If G is a finite nilpotent group then e¨ery finite
subgroup U - U ZG is of the form g Ggy1 for some subgroup G - G and1
some unit g g QG.
More generally, we may look for torsion elements in the matrix group
Ä Ä . < <GL ZG . They arise naturally when studying units in ZG and G : G s n,n
via the coset representation. Matrices over group rings also play an
w ximportant role in studying group automorphisms; see 9, p. 201 . Of course,
 .the torsion coming from the subgroup GL Z is not ``caused'' by then
group ring. To sort out the group ring torsion from the integral torsion, one
observes that the map induced on matrices by the augmentation of
 .  .coefficients e#: GL ZG ª GL Z is a split epimorphism. We will studyn n
 .  <  . 4its kernel SGL ZG s X e# X s I .n
When G is a finite p-group then there is a matrix version of Theorem
0.2.
w x0.3. THEOREM 10 . Let G be a finite p-group. E¨ery finite subgroup
 .  .U - SGL ZG is conjugate inside GL QG to a subgroup of the diagonaln n
 .G = ??? = G - SGL ZG .n
 .In this paper, we study finite subgroups of SGL ZG for nilpotentn
groups G. The main result states that any such subgroup has an isomorphic
 .copy inside the diagonal group G = ??? = G - SGL ZG . The basic tool isn
 .a result in K-theory of nilpotent groups 4.1 which implies stable diagonal-
ization of certain periodic matrices. This, together with residual tech-
niques, reduces the problem to finite groups where we apply Weiss' result
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 . 0.2 . As a consequence we obtain solutions to Problems 40 and 33 for
. w xp-elements in 8 .
The paper consists of eight sections.
 .In Section 1, we investigate the torsion of the matrix groups SGL RGn
 .and of its subgroups. In particular, we prove in 1.8 that for an arbitrary
group G with a finite normal nilpotent subgroup N, the kernel of the
 .  w x.natural homomorphism GL ZG ª GL Z GrN can have p-torsion onlyn n
for those primes p which divide the order of N.
 .In Section 2, we study the torsion in SGL ZG for polycyclic-by-finiten
 .  .groups G. We prove in 2.2 that if SGL ZG has p-torsion then the groupn
 .G has p-torsion as well. We conclude in 2.4 that if G is nilpotent then all
 .finite subgroups of SGL ZG are also nilpotent.n
In Section 3, we consider representations of finite groups over associa-
tive algebras. We introduce the notion of stable conjugation of such
 .representations and investigate in 3.4 its relation to the Bass rank map.
In Section 4, we prove a result from K-theory of nilpotent groups which
 .  .is later applied together with 3.4 to study the torsion in SGL ZG forn
w xsuch groups. It was posed as Problem 40 in 8 .
 .rIn Section 5, we study cyclic subgroups C - SGL ZG . We extendp n
w xhere our result from 2 stating that such subgroups can be stably diagonal-
 .ized, provided the torsion classes do not fuse in G. In 5.1 , we prove the
same for all nilpotent groups. As a corollary, we obtain a solution of
 . w xProblem 33 for p-elements in 8 .
In Section 6, we apply the results from Sections 2 and 5 to investigate
 .  .finite subgroups of SGL ZG for nilpotent groups G. In 6.4 , we proven
that any such subgroup has an isomorphic copy inside the diagonal
 .subgroup G = ??? = G - SGL ZG .n
It is used in Section 7, to extend the results from Section 5 from cyclic
 .  .p-groups to arbitrary abelian p-subgroups of SGL ZG . We show in 7.2n
that they also can be stably diagonalized.
 .In Section 8, we prove two results about integral units. We show in 8.2
that the integral group ring ZG of a finitely generated nilpotent group G
 .determines both the torsion subgroup T G and the quotient group
 .  .GrT G . Finally, we employ the matrices to prove in 8.3 another embed-
ding theorem: if G is an extension of a nilpotent group N by any finite
P
X-group then all finite P-subgroups U - U ZG can be embedded into N.1
1. TORSION IN MATRIX GROUPS OVER GROUP RINGS
Let R be a cummutative domain of characteristic zero. In this section
we study the relation between the torsion of a group G and the torsion of
 .different subgroups in SGL RG .n
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First we introduce a notation: for an ideal I in a ring S, we define
`
vrq 1 rv i v vI s I and I s I for r G 1. .F
is1
Most results of this section will follow from properties of the augmentation
 .ideal D G and the following simple lemma.R
1.1. LEMMA. Suppose that a prime number p is in¨ertible in R. Let S be
v r  .an R-algebra with an ideal I such that I s 0 for some r G 1. Then
 .  .  .i The subgroup of units U S l 1 q I has no p-torsion elements.
 .  .  .ii The kernel of the natural map GL S ª GL SrI , n G 1, hasn n
no p-torsion.
 .  . pProof. i Suppose that for some x g I we have 1 q x s 1. Then
p p i p p i .  .1 q  x s 1 and so yp ? x s  x . Consequently, if x belongsis1 is2i i
to an ideal J then it also belongs to J 2 and hence to J v. Applying this
observation consecutively to the ideals I, I v, I v
2
, . . . , we obtain at the end
v r  .that x g I s 0 .
 .  .  .ii Apply part i to the algebra of matrices M S and its idealn
 .M I .n
1.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose that a group G has a normal subgroup G such
v r  .  .that for a prime p and an exponent r G 1 holds D G s 0 . Then theRw1r p x
 .  w x.kernel of the natural homomorphism GL RG ª GL R GrG has non n
p-torsion elements.
Proof. In the commutative diagram
w xGL RG ª GL R GrG .  .n n
x x
w x w x w xGL R 1rp G ªGL R 1rp GrG .  .n n
the vertical arrows are injections and hence we may assume that R s
w xR 1rp .
 .v vIt is easy to check that for any ideal J : RG we have RG ? J s RG ? J
 .v r v rand hence also RG ? J s RG ? J . Therefore we can apply Lemma
 .  .1.1 ii with S s RG and I s RT ? D G .R
The intersection condition is satisfied for a large class of groups. Let K
be the field of fractions of R.
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 :1.3. PROPOSITION. If a group G has a subnormal series 1 s G - ???0
v k .- G s G with all factor groups G rG torsion free abelian then D Gk i iy1 K
 .s 0 .
Proof. We proceed by induction on the length k of the subnormal
series. For k s 0 our statement is obvious. If k ) 0 consider the natural
w x v  . v  .map p#: KG ª K GrG s KA. It maps the ideal D G to D Aky1 K K
w x v  .  .which is zero by 3, p. 87 . Therefore, we have D G : ker p# s KG ?K
 .D G and by inductionK ky1
k v ky 1 v ky 1v vD G s D G : KG ? D G .  .  . .  .K K K ky1
ky 1vs KG ? D G s 0 . .  .K ky1
 :1.4. THEOREM. If a group G has a subnormal series 1 s G - ??? -0
G s GeG with the factor groups G rG , 1 F i F k, torsion free abeliank i iy1
 .  w x.then the kernel of the natural homomorphism GL RG ª GL R GrG isn n
torsion free for all n G 1.
v k  . v k .  .Proof. For each prime p, we have D G : D G s 0 , byRw1r p x K
Proposition 1.3. From Proposition 1.2, it then follows that our kernel has
no p-torsion for all primes p.
In particular, when we put G s G in Theorem 1.4, we obtain:
 :1.5. COROLLARY. If a group G has a subnormal series 1 s G - ??? -0
G s G with all factor groups GrG torsion free abelian then all matrixk i iy1
 .groups SGL RG are torsion free.n
The subgroup GeG considered in Theorem 1.4 was solvable and torsion
 .  w x.free. Now, we consider the kernel of GL RG ª GL R GrG in then n
case when G is a finitely generated nilpotent group, possibly with torsion
elements.
` k  .1.6. LEMMA. Let P be a finite p-group. If F p R s 0 then for anyis1
v  .prime q / p we ha¨e D P s 0.Rw1r q x
w x ` i  .Proof. Let us write S s R 1rq . We still have F p S s 0 . Weis1
w x  .  .w xknow from 4, Lemma 8.1.17 that the image of D P in SrpS P is aS
k  . w xnilpotent ideal. Therefore, for some exponent k G 1 holds D P : pS P .S
v ` i .  .w x  .Then D P : F p S P s 0 .S is1
Let P be a set of prime numbers. As usual, we write PX for the
complementary set of primes. We say that G is a P-group if it has no
elements of order p g PX.
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1.7. THEOREM. Let a group G ha¨e a normal finitely generated nilpotent
` i  .P-subgroup N. If F p R s 0 holds for all p g P, then the kernel of theis1
 .  w x.natural homomorphism p#: GL RG ª GL R GrN is a P-group.n n
 .Proof. Suppose that for some X g ker p# and a prime q f P holds
q  .X s I. Let T N denote the torsion part of N. We can factor the map
p# as
a# b#
w xGL RG ª GL R GrT N ª GL R GrN . .  .  . .n n n
 .  .  .As ker b f NrT N is a poly-Z -group, it follows from Theorem 1.4
 .  .that ker b# is torsion free and hence a# X s I. Therefore, we can
 .assume that N s T N .
Now we proceed by induction on the number r of Sylow p-subgroups in
N. For r s 0, our claim is obviously true. Assume that r ) 0 and write N
as a product of its Sylow p-subgroups: N s P = ??? = P . Then a# can be1 r
factored as
g# d#
w x w xGL RG ª GL R GrP ª GL R GrN . .  . .n n 1 n
The kernel of d : GrP ª GrN has r y 1 Sylow p-subgroups so, by1
 .induction, the kernel of d# has no q-torsion and hence g# X s I. From
Lemma 1.6 and Proposition 1.2, it then follows that X s I.
` i  .Because the ring Z of rational integers satisfies F p Z s 0 for allis1
primes p, we obtain:
1.8. COROLLARY. Suppose that a group G has a finite nilpotent normal
 .subgroup N. The kernel of the natural homomorphism GL ZG ªn
 w x.GL Z GrN has p-torsion only for the primes p di¨ iding the order of N.n
2. MATRICES OVER POLYCYCLIC-BY-FINITE GROUP RINGS
Now we turn to polycyclic-by-finite groups and investigate the relation
 .between the torsion of SGL ZG and that of G. We will use the Bass rankn
 w x.map see 1 . It is a function defined for any associative R-algebra S by
the formula
w x w xr : M S ª Sr S, S , r X s Trace X mod S, S . .  .  .D n
ngN
w x w xHere Sr S, S denotes the R-module S divided by the submodule S, S
spanned by all elements of the form ab y ba, a, b g S. We are going to
use repeatedly the following, easy to check, observation: if the algebra S is
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not commutative then the traces of conjugate matrices do not need to be
equal. However, their Bass ranks are equal.
w xIn this section, we take R s Z and S s ZG. Then Sr S, S is a free
w  .x  .Z-module Z Cl G spanned by the set Cl G of conjugate classes of G.
 . k2.1. LEMMA. Suppose that a matrix X g GL ZG satisfies X s I. Ifn
 i.  4r X s n ? 1 holds for 0 - i - k then X s I.
Proof. Consider the idempotent matrix
ky11
iE s X .k is0
 .  4 w xThen r E s n ? 1 which, by 1, Cor. 8.10 , implies E s I. But then
X s XE s E s I.
2.2. THEOREM. If a polycyclic-by-finite group G has no p-torsion then also
 .the matrix groups SGL ZG ha¨e no p-torsion.n
 .Proof. Suppose that we have a matrix X g SGL ZG of order p. Letn
 .  . w xr X s t X ? C be its Bass rank. From 8, Lemma 48.6 , we know thatC
 .if t X / 0 then C is either a conjugacy class of a p-torsion element orC
 4C s 1 .
 .  .  4If G has no p-torsion elements then we must have r X s t Tr X ? 1 .14
But then
t Tr X s t Tr X s e Tr X s Tr e# X s Tr I s n. .  .  .  .  . .  .14 C
C
Obviously the same holds for all powers of X. Now Lemma 2.1 concludes
the proof.
2.3. COROLLARY. If a polycyclic-by-finite group G has p-torsion only, then
 .e¨ery finite subgroup of SGL ZG is a p-group.n
2.4 THEOREM. If G is a nilpotent group then all finite subgroups of
 .SGL ZG are also nilpotent.n
 .Proof. Let U be a finite subgroup of SGL ZG . By restricting to then
subgroup generated by the supports of all elements of ZG appearing in U,
we may assume that G is a finitely generated nilpotent group, and hence
polycyclic.
For each prime p dividing the order of U let J be the kernel of thep
 .  w  .x.  .natural ring homomorphism p : M ZG ª M Z GrT G , where T Gp n n p p
- G is the subgroup consisting of all elements of p-power order. We prove
 .that U s U l 1 q J coincides with the set of all elements of U whichp p
are of p-power order.
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 w  .x.On the one hand, the group SGL Z GrT G has no p-torsion, byn p
Theorem 2.2. Therefore all p-elements of U must be mapped by p to thep
identity matrix; i.e., they belong to U . On the other hand, U is containedp p
 .  w  .x.in the kernel of p : GL ZG ª GL Z GrT G and hence all itsp n n p
elements must be of p-power order, by Corollary 1.8.
 . It is easy to see that for any ideal J : M ZG the intersection U l 1n
.q J is a normal subgroup of U. Therefore each U is a normal Sylowp
p-subgroup of U. It follows that U is nilpotent.
3. REPRESENTATIONS OF GROUPS OVER ALGEBRAS
Let S be an associative K-algebra with a unit element over a field K of
characteristic zero. By a representation of a group G over S, we mean a
 .group homomorphism G ª GL S . For example, we always have then
 .  . < <regular representation r : G ª GL K : GL S , where d s G .d d
In the classical representation theory, we take S s K. Two representa-
tions are considered equivalent if they are conjugate. For more general
Ä  .algebras we usually have K S / 0. Taking this into account, we intro-0
duce the notion of stable conjugation of group representations over an
 .algebra. Let f, c : G ª GL S be two representations of a finite group Gn
over S.
3.1. DEFINITION. Representations f and c are stably conjugate if there
 . exists a natural number k and a matrix Y g GL S such that f [nqk d
k . .  k . . y1r g s Y ? c [ r g ? Y for all g g G. We write then f ; c .s
3.2. Remark. Notice that when the group G is cyclic and the field K
contains a primitive dth root of unity then the regular representation r
can be diagonalized and we obtain the definition of the stable conjugation
w xof matrices which was considered in 2 .
 .Consider the algebra SG s S m KG. Each representation G ª GL SK n
determines on Sn an SG-module structure in the usual way. It is obvious
from the definition that two representations are stably conjugate iff the
corresponding SG-modules are stably isomorphic. To study those modules
we use again the rank function r. For any ring with unit R and a finitely
generated projective R-module P we have P f ERn for some idempotent
 . w x  .matrix E g M R . The formula P ¬ r E defines the well-known natu-n
 .  . w x  .ral transformation r : K R ª HH R s Rr R, R , where HH y isR 0 0 0
the 0th Hochschild homology functor.
3.3. LEMMA. Suppose that G is a finite group and K is its splitting field of
 . w x  .characteristic zero. If r : K S ª Sr S, S is injecti¨ e then r : K SG ªS 0 SG 0
w xSGr SG, SG is injecti¨ e.
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Proof. By the Wedderburn Theorem, we have SG f S m KG f S m
h  . h  .[ M K f [ M S . We obtain a commutative diagram of K-vec-n nis1 is1i i
tor spaces
h hf f
K SG ª K M S ª K S .  .  . .[ [0 0 n 0i
is1 is1
 .x r x [ r s x [ rSG M Sni
h hf f
HH SG ª HH M S ª HH S . .  .  . .[ [0 0 n 0i
is1 is1
The left-hand square commutes because of the naturality of the rank map.
The right-hand square is a direct sum of diagrams arising from
f
M M S ª M S .  . .k n k?ni i
xTr xTrM S . Sni
TrS
M S ª S .ni
which clearly commute. In the first diagram, the horizontal arrows, as well
as the right vertical arrow, are injective. Therefore the left vertical arrow is
injective as well.
The rank map is strongly related to stable conjugation. Namely, we have:
 . w x3.4. PROPOSITION. Suppose that the rank map r : K S ª Sr S, S is0
injecti¨ e. If G is a finite group and K is its splitting field then for any
 .representations f, c : G ª GL S the following conditions are equi¨ alent:n
 .i r ? f s r ? c ;
 .ii f ; c .s
 .  .Proof. i « ii Let P and Q be the SG-modules corresponding to f
and c . Because P and Q are S-projective and G is finite of order
invertible in S, the standard Maschke argument shows that they are
w x w x  .  .projective as SG-modules. Hence P , Q g K SG . From i it follows0
w x w xthat r P s r Q . Lemma 3.3 implies that P and Q are stably isomor-SG SG
phic.
 .  .ii « i Take any element g g G and consider its class sum c sg
 < 4 h h conjugate to g . It is a central element of KG. Let t denote the
number of elements in the conjugacy class of g. Because the rank function
attains the same value on conjugate matrices, we have
1 1
r ? f g s r ? f c s r ? c c s r ? c g . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .g gt t
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4. K OF NILPOTENT GROUP ALGEBRAS0
We want to apply Proposition 3.4 when S is the group algebra K G of
 .another group. To do so, we must know whether the rank map r : K K G0
w x w  .x w xª Sr S, S s K Cl G is injective. In 2 , we proved that it is true when K
is a field of characteristic zero and G is a finitely generated nilpotent
group such that the inclusion of its torsion part T - G does not fuse the
conjugacy classes. Here we extend this result to all finitely generated
w xnilpotent groups, thus solving Problem 40 from 8 .
4.1. THEOREM. If G is a finitely generated nilpotent group and K is a
 .characteristic zero splitting field for T then the rank map r : K K G ª0
w  .xK Cl G is injecti¨ e.
w xProof. In 2, Lemma 3 , we proved that the inclusion i : T : G induces
 .  .an epimorphism i#: K KT ª K K G .0 0
The group G acts on T by conjugation. By composing these automor-
phisms with representations of T over K, we obtain an action of G on the
set of finitely generated projective KT-modules. It is obvious that irre-
 .ducible modules form a G-invariant subset. Let Irr KT be a finite,
G-invariant set of irreducible KT-modules which contains exactly one
 .module from each isomorphism class. Then Irr KT forms a basis for the
 .free abelian group K KT . Hence the Z-linear extension of the above0
 .G-action converts K KT into a permutation ZG-module.0
If two KT-modules lie in the same G-orbit then the K G-modules
induced from them are clearly isomorphic. Hence i# factors to an epimor-
phism
i#: K KT m Z ª K K G . .  .0 ZG 0
 .Similarly, G acts on the set Cl T of conjugacy classes in T. This action
w  .xgives us another permutation ZG-module K Cl T together with an obvi-
ous homomorphism
Ãi : K Cl T m Z ª K Cl G . .  .ZG
Ã w  .x w  . xMoreover, the map i is injective because K Cl T m Z f K Cl T rGZG
Ã  .  .and i is just a linear extension of an embedding of bases: Cl T rG ª Cl G .
 . w  .xLet r : K KT ª K Cl T be the Bass rank map for the group T.T 0
From the definition of r it is easy to see that it is a G-map. Hence weT
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obtain a commutative diagram
i#
K KT m Z ª K K G .  .0 ZG 0
x r m 1 x rT G
Ãi
K Cl T m Z ª K Cl G .  .ZG
with the bottom horizontal arrow injective and the top horizontal arrow
surjective. We need to prove that the right vertical arrow is injective. From
the diagram, it follows that it is enough to prove the injectivity of the left
vertical arrow.
To this end let us consider the functor F from the category of ZG-mod-
 .ules to the category of K-vector spaces, defined by F A s A m K. WeZG
shall consider it as a composition of other functors in two different ways.
 .  .On the one hand we can write F A s A m K m K. From theZ K G
 .representation theory of finite groups we know that the map r : K KTT 0
w  .x  .ª K Cl T embeds K KT as a full lattice in the vector space of class0
w  .xfunctions K Cl T . Hence the inside functor ym K applied to r givesZ T
an isomorphism. Therefore the map
f
F r : K KT m K ª K Cl T m K .  .  .T 0 ZG ZG
is an isomorphism as well.
On the other hand, the functor F can be viewed as the composition:
F A s A m Z m K . .  .ZG Z
The outside functor is exact, as K it is a flat Z-module. Therefore
ker r m id: K KT m Z ª K Cl T m Z m K .  . .T ZG 0 ZG ZG Z
f
f ker K KT m K ª K Cl T m K s 0. .  . /0 ZG ZG
It follows that the finitely generated abelian group
ker r m id: K KT m Z ª K Cl T m Z .  . .T ZG 0 ZG ZG
 .is finite. To finish the proof it is enough to notice that K KT m Z0 ZG
 . w  .xis a free abelian group. In fact: K KT m Z f Z Irr KT m Z f0 ZG ZG
w  . xZ Irr KT rG .
5. STABLE DIAGONALIZATION OF CYCLIC p-GROUPS
Let G be a nilpotent group and let p be a prime number. We have
w x  .aproved in 2, Prop. 17 that for every representation f : C ª SGL ZGp n
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 .athere exists another representation c : C ª SGL ZG such thatp n
 .  .   .  ..  . ai c x s g x , . . . , g x with g x g G for each x g C ;1 n i p
 .ii r ? f s r ? c .
From Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 3.4, we obtain the following exten-
w xsion of 2, Prop. 20 .
 .5.1. THEOREM. If G is a nilpotent group then e¨ery matrix X g SGL ZGn
of prime power order can be stably diagonalized; i.e., there exist complex roots
 .of unity j such that the matrices X [ diag j , . . . , j andi 1 k
 .  .diag g , . . . , g , j , . . . , j are conjugate in GL CG .1 n 1 k nqk
We will further extend this result in Theorem 7.1. Now, let us say more
about the group elements g appearing as ``eigenvalues'' in the diagonali
form.
 . a5.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose that X g SGL ZG is a matrix of order pn
 .  .and that we ha¨e X [ diag j , . . . , j ; diag g , . . . , g , j , . . . , j in1 k 1 n 1 k
 . p aGL CG . Then g s 1 holds for all 1 F i F n. Moreo¨er, if all g s 1nqk i i
then it must be that X s I.
p a  p a p a .  p a p aProof. Of course X [ diag j , . . . , j ; diag g , . . . , g ,1 k 1 n
p a p a .j . . . , j and hence the two matrices have equal Bass ranks. As1 k
p a p a p a p a w xX s I, we get n q j ' g q j mod CG, CG . It follows thati i i
p a w x w x p ag y n g CG, CG l ZG s ZG, ZG which is possible only if g s 1i i
for all 1 F i F n.
Suppose now that all g s 1. By looking at the ranks again, we geti
 .  4r X s n ? 1 . Of course the same holds for all powers of X. Now Lemma
2.1 completes the argument.
w x  .In Problem 33 of 8 , one considers a finite order matrix X g SGL ZGn
and asks whether its matrix trace is ``non-negative'' in the sense that
 .Tr X s n g with n G 0 for all g g G. From Proposition 5.1 we cang g
easily conclude
5.3. COROLLARY. If G is an arbitrary nilpotent group then any matrix
 .X g SGL ZG of p-power order has non-negati¨ e trace.n
6. DIAGONAL EMBEDDINGS OF FINITE MATRIX GROUPS
We now apply the results from Sections 2 and 5 to study finite subgroups
 .of SGL ZG . To do so, we need to recall the residual properties ofn
nilpotent group rings.
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6.1. LEMMA. Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent group.
 .i For any finite subset Z : G there exists a finite index normal
subgroup N eG such that the natural homomorphism p : G ª GrN is
injecti¨ e on Z.
 .ii If F is a finite subset in ZG then there exists a finite index normal
subgroup N eG such that the induced ring homomorphism p#: ZG ª
w xZ GrN is injecti¨ e on F.
 . X  y1 < 4  4Proof. i Consider the finite set Z s xy x, y g Z, x / y : G_ 1 .
w xFrom 6, Thm. 1.4 , we know that G is residually finite. For each element
z g ZX it is then possible to find a finite index normal subgroup N eGz
such that z f N . We set N s F X N and consider p : G ª GrN. Forz z g Z z
any pair x, y g Z of different elements, we have xyy1 f N. Consequently
 y1 .  .  .p xy / 1 and hence p x / p y .
 . X  < 4  .ii Consider the set F s x y y x, y g F, x / y . Part i , applied
  . < X4to the finite set Z s D supp s s g F , provides us with a subgroup
X w xN eG. For any z g F the map p#: ZG ª Z GrN is injective on the
 .support of z and hence p# z / 0. It follows that for any pair of different
 .  .  .elements x, y g F we have p# x y y / 0 and so p# x / p# y .
 .Let T G be the p-torsion part of a nilpotent group G. We denote byp
 .   . <  .4  .D G the diagonal subgroup diag g , . . . , g g g T G - SGL ZG .p 1 n i p n
 .  .  .  .Obviously, D G is isomorphic to T G = ??? = T G n times .p p p
6.2. LEMMA. Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent group. For e¨ery finite
 .p-subgroup U - SGL ZG there exists a finite p-group P and a map f :n
G ª P such that
 .i f does not fuse the conjugacy classes of p-elements in G;
 .  .  .ii the induced map f#: SGL ZG ª SGL Z P is injecti¨ e onn n
 .U j D G .p
 < 4Proof. Consider the finite subset u u g U, 1 F k, l F n : ZG con-k , l
sisting of the entries of all matrices from U. Lemma 6.1 gives us a finite
w xindex subgroup N eG such that the natural map ZG ª Z GrN is1 1
injective on this set. The same lemma gives us a finite index subgroup
 .N eG such that the projection G ª GrN is injective on T G .2 2 p
w xFrom 6, Prop. 4.1 , we know that G is conjugacy separable. Therefore, if
C , . . . , C is the full list of conjugacy classes of p-elements in G then1 k
there exists a finite index normal subgroup N eG such that the natural3
map G ª GrN does not fuse them.3
Let us take N s N l N l N . Then the map p : G ª GrN clearly1 2 3
 .  .satisfies conditions i and ii . The finite nilpotent group GrN can be
written as a product P = PX, where P is a p-group and PX has no
p-torsion.
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We take f s ap , where a : GrN ª P is the natural projection. It is
easy to see that the homomorphism a does not fuse the p-conjugacy
 .  .classes p C and hence f satisfies condition i .i
 .  .  .Clearly the map f#: SGL ZG ª SGL Z P is injective on D G .n n p
Because the kernel of a contains no p-elements, it follows from Corollary
w x1.8 that a#: Z GrN ª Z P is injective on p#U. Consequently, f# is
 .injective on U and hence it satisfies ii .
6.3. THEOREM. Let G be a nilpotent group. For each finite p-subgroup
 .  .U - SGL ZG there exists an embedding w : U ª D G into the diagonal ofn p
 .  .SGL ZG such that for each X g U the Bass ranks of X and w X coincide.n
 .Proof. Fix a finite p-subgroup U - SGL ZG . Let i : G : G be then 0
subgroup generated by the union of the supports of all entries appearing in
the matrices of U. Clearly G is a finitely generated group and we have0
 .  .U - SGL ZG . If there exists an embedding w : U ª D G such thatn 0 0 p 0
 .   .. w  .xr X s r w X g Z Cl G for all X g U, then from the diagram0
r
SGL ZG ª Z Cl G .  .n 0 0
Xx i# x i
r
SGL ZG ª Z Cl G .  .n
it is clear that w s i# ? w is an embedding with the required properties.0
Therefore, we may assume that G is finitely generated.
 .Let f : G ª P be the map given by Lemma 6.2. We write U s f# U :
 .  .SGL Z P . By Theorem 0.3, we can conjugate U with a unit g g GL C Pn n
y1  .  .onto a subgroup H s gUg of the diagonal D P - SGL Z P . Wep n
 .  .now prove that H - f#D G - D P .p p
 .  .Take any h s diag h , . . . , h g H - D P . One can find a matrix1 n p
 . y1X g U such that gf# X g s h. By Theorem 5.1, the matrix X can be
 .  .stably diagonalized; i.e., X [ diag j , . . . , j ; diag g , . . . , g , j , . . . , j1 k 1 n 1 k
 .   .  .. in GL CG . Hence the matrices diag f g , . . . , f g [ diag j , . . . ,nqk 1 n 1
.  .  .  .j and diag h , . . . , h [ diag j , . . . , j are conjugate in GL C P .k 1 n 1 k nqk
By comparing their ranks, we get
n n
w xf g y h g Z P , Z P . . i i
is1 is1
 .It can happen only when each h is conjugate in P to some f g gi j
  ..   ..   ..f T G . But the subgroup f T G is normal in P. Hence h g f T Gp p i p
 .for 1 F i F n and so h g f#D G .p
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We define w as the following composition of injections:
y1 y1f# gyg f#incl6 6 6 6U U H f#D G D G . .  .p p
To verify the statement about the Bass ranks, take any matrix X g U.
 .  .  .Then we have w X s diag g , . . . , g for some elements g g T G such1 n i p
 .   .  ..that the matrices f# X and diag f g , . . . , f g are conjugate.1 n
Consider the diagram
r
SGL ZG ª Z Cl G .  .n
Xxf# xf
r
SGL Z P ª Z Cl P . .  .n
 .  .We have f# X ; f#diag g , . . . , g and hence1 n
r f# X s r f#diag g , . . . , g . .  . .  .1 n
Using the other way in the diagram, we conclude that
fX r X s fX r diag g , . . . , g . .  . .  . .1 n
  ..Obviously r diag g , . . . , g is a linear combination of p-conjugacy classes1 n
w x  .in G. From 8, Lemma 48.6 , we know that the same is true about r X . By
construction, the map fX is injective on the span of those classes. Hence
we obtain the desired equality
r X s r diag g , . . . , g s r w X . .  .  . . .1 n
 .   . <For a nilpotent group G, let us write D G s diag g , . . . , g g g1 n i
 .4  .  .  .  .  . T G - SGL ZG . Clearly D G f [ D G f T G = ??? = T G nn pp
.times . As a consequence of Theorem 6.3, we obtain:
6.4. THEOREM. Let G be a nilpotent group. E¨ery finite subgroup U -
 .  .SGL ZG has an embedding w : U ª D G . Moreo¨er, if X g U is of primen
 .power order then the Bass ranks of X and w X coincide.
Proof. We know from Theorem 2.4 that U is nilpotent and hence it is a
product of its Sylow p-subgroups: U f [ U . Theorem 6.3 states that forpp
 .each prime p we have an embedding w : U ª D G . Consequently, therep p p
is also an embedding
[wp 6
w : U U D G f D G . .  .[ [p p
p p
 .  .Moreover, if X g U is of p-power order, then w X s w X and hencep
 .   ..r X s r w X by Theorem 6.3.
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7. STABLE DIAGONALIZATION OF ABELIAN p-GROUPS
Here we prove the promised extension of Theorem 5.1.
7.1. PROPOSITION. Let G be a nilpotent group and let P be a finite
 .p-group. For each representation f : P ª SGL ZG there exists a diagonaln
 .  .representation c : P ª D G - SGL ZG such that f and c are stablyp n
conjugate o¨er CG.
 .  .Proof. Consider the subgroup U s f P - SGL ZG . It is enough ton
 .take c s wf where w : U ª D G is the embedding provided by Theoremp
6.3. We have then r ? f s r ? c and hence Proposition 3.4 concludes the
proof.
7.2. THEOREM. If G is a nilpotent group then any finite abelian p-group
 .U - SGL ZG can be stably diagonalized o¨er CG. It means that there exist:n
 .}an embedding w : U ª D G ,n
}a family of linear characters j : U ª CU , 1 F i F k,i
 .}a matrix Y g GL CG ,nqk
such that for all X g U, it holds that
Y ? X [ diag j X , . . . , j X ? Yy1 .  . . .1 k
s w X [ diag j X , . . . , j X . .  .  . .1 k
Proof. It follows from Proposition 7.1 and the observation that over the
field C of complex numbers the regular representation of a finite abelian
group can be diagonalized.
8. APPLICATIONS TO UNITS IN ZG
When we set n s 1 in Theorem 6.4, we obtain:
8.1. COROLLARY. If G is a nilpotent group then e¨ery finite subgroup
 .U : U ZG is isomorphic to a subgroup of T G .1
Now we can partially reconstruct the structure of G from the group ring
data.
8.2. THEOREM. Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent group. From
ZG f Z H, it follows that H is also a finitely generated nilpotent group and
 .  .  .i T G f T H ;
 .  .  .ii GrT G f HrT H .
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Proof. The statement that H must be a nilpotent group has been
w x  < 4proved in 5 . If G is generated by g 1 F i F k then H is generated byi
the union of supports of the images of all g 's, which is a finite set.i
 .i We can assume that the ring isomorphism w : ZG ª Z H pre-
 .serves the augmentation. Then it maps T G to a finite subgroup U :
 .  .U Z H which is, by Corollary 8.1, isomorphic to a subgroup of T H .1
 .  .  .Hence T G is isomorphic to a subgroup of T H and, by symmetry, T H
 .is isomorphic to a subgroup of T G . Because both groups are finite it
follows that they are isomorphic.
 .  .ii We know that the group GrT G is torsion free nilpotent and
w x w  .xhence orderable 4, Lemma 13.1.6 . Therefore its group ring Z GrT G is
  ..a domain. Let D G, T G be the kernel of the natural homomorphism p :
w x w  .x    .. w  .xZ G ª Z GrT G and let w D G, T G s I : Z HrT H . Then the
quotient ring Z HrI is a domain.
n Ã Ã .  .Take any h g T H . If h s 1 then h y 1 h s 0, where h s 1 q h
ny1 Ã Ã .q ??? qh . Moreover, h f I as I : D H while h has augmentation n.Z
Hence h y 1 must belong to the ideal I. The elements of the form h y 1,
 .   ..h g T H generate the ideal D H, T H . Hence we have proved that
  ..    ..   ..D H, T H : w D G, T G . By symmetry, we also have D G, T G :
y1   ..w D H, T H . Putting those two inclusions together, we obtain that w
  ..   ..restricts to an isomorphism D H, T H f D G, T G .
w  .x w  .xIt induces then an isomorphism w : Z GrT G ª Z HrT H . Because
both group rings possess trivial units only, w establishes an isomorphism
 .  .between GrT G and HrT H .
As an application of our investigations about matrices over ZG, we
obtain an extension of Corollary 8.1 to a larger class of groups.
Ä8.3. THEOREM. Consider an extension G ª G ª G where G is a nilpotent
X Ägroup and G is any finite P -group. Then e¨ery finite P-subgroup U - U ZG1
 .can be embedded into T G .
 4Proof. Let us fix a system of right coset representatives g , . . . , g of1 n
Ä ÄG in G. In this way, we have a fixed basis for ZG as a left free ZG-module.
ÄRight multiplication by an element of ZG gives us an ZG-endomorphism
and hence a matrix. In this way we obtain a regular coset representation r :
Ä  . < <ZG ª M ZG , n s G . Moreover, we have a commuting diagramn
rÄZG ª M ZG .n
xp x e#
X
r
ZG ª M Z .n
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Äwhere p : ZG ª ZG is the natural map, e : ZG ª Z is the augmentation
homomorphism and rX is the regular representation of G. Because G has
 .  :no P-torsion, Theorem 0.1 implies that p U s 1 . From the diagram, it
 .then follows that r embeds U into SGL ZG .n
Let us consider a single unit x g U. We can write x s x q xX withG
 X.x g ZG and supp x l G s B. It is easy to see thatG
n
g iTr r x s x g ZG. . .  G
is1
  ..  .In particular, t Tr r x s n ? t x ; i.e., it is an integer divisible by n.14 14 G
 .Assume now that the unit x g U is of p-power order and let X s r x .
 .  .Recall that Theorem 6.4 gives an embedding w : r U ª D G -
 .  .SGL ZG with the property that the Bass ranks of X and w X coincide.n
 .  .  .Let w X s h , . . . , h g D G . Then1 n
n
t Tr X s t Tr diag h , . . . , h s t h s k .  . . 14 14 1 n 14 i /
is1
for some integer 0 F k F n. But we have seen before that k must be
divisible by n and hence either k s 0 or k s n.
Consider now the composition of w ? r with the projection p on the1
first coordinate:
pr w 1
U ª r U ª D G f T G = ??? = T G ª T G . .  .  .  .  .
We complete the proof by showing that the composite map is injective.
Suppose that it is not. Then we can find in its kernel a unit x of prime
 .  .  .order p. Obviously we must have wr x s 1, h , . . . , h g D G . But2 n
  ..then t Tr r x is positive, and hence it must be equal to n. It can14
happen only when all h s 1. But we have proved in Proposition 5.2 thati
 .then r x s 1. It implies that x s 1, a contradiction.
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